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the evidence was also sufficient for the jury to find that the crack was distributed in quantities
sufficient to support retail sales. as noted above, traynham testified that, between december 5, 2003,
and december 5, 2004, he personally purchased over 2,700 grams of crack from appellant. traynham

distributed this crack to numerous people, including traynham's brother, reginald traynham. white
testified that he distributed at least 540 grams of crack that he obtained from appellant. finally,

appellant argues that even if the substance distributed by his enterprise was cocaine base, it was not
crack as defined by code 18.2-248. he argues that because the weight of the crack distributed by his
enterprise was less than five kilograms, he was subject to no mandatory minimum sentence under

code 18.2-248(h2). this argument is without merit. appellant's sale of crack to hutcherson, singleton,
traynham, and white was sufficient to place him in the class of persons who might be subject to the

mandatory minimum sentence set forth in code 18.2-248(h2). the sale of crack to hutcherson,
singleton, and traynham, alone, was sufficient to subject appellant to the mandatory minimum
sentence set forth in code 18.2-250.1. the sale of crack to white alone, was sufficient to subject

appellant to the mandatory minimum sentence set forth in code 18. the evidence of distribution of
more than five kilograms of crack cocaine in this case is insufficient to establish that the distribution
of crack cocaine was an enterprise within the meaning of code 18.2-248(h2) and therefore, the court
did not err by setting aside the jury's verdict that appellant committed a drug-quantity offense and

entering judgment as a matter of law for appellant. accordingly, i dissent.
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appellant also asserts that the evidence was insufficient to prove he intended to distribute "crack"
because the commonwealth failed to prove that the drug the witnesses purchased from him was, in
fact, crack cocaine. appellant acknowledges that the trial court admitted, over his objection, several
pieces of crack cocaine into evidence. he asserts, however, that the trial court erred by allowing the
jury to consider those pieces of crack cocaine for the purpose of determining whether the witnesses

were purchasing "crack" cocaine from him. appellant argues that, because the pieces of crack
cocaine were not actually crack cocaine, the commonwealth failed to prove that he intended to

distribute "crack" cocaine as required by code § 18.2-248.1. the commonwealth argues that, because
the pieces of crack cocaine had been separately bagged by the commonwealth and presented to the
jury, appellant's argument is without merit. in order to convict appellant of distributing a schedule i

controlled substance, the commonwealth had to prove that appellant "intended to distribute a
schedule i controlled substance." code § 18.2-248.1. the indictment and the trial court's instructions

to the jury provided that appellant was charged with "[d]istributing cocaine base in violation of [code]
section 18.1[.]" appellant argues that the commonwealth had to prove that he intended to distribute
crack cocaine. the commonwealth agrees, but it asserts that the evidence in this case was sufficient
to prove that appellant intended to distribute "crack" cocaine. the commonwealth contends that the
pieces of crack cocaine were properly admitted into evidence and used as substantive evidence of

appellant's guilt. 5ec8ef588b
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